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Nursing Education 2020 will organize its academic 
conference which is a one-day or multi-day event during 
which researchers present their work to each other and 
stay connected to others in their field learning about 
several new things. 

Nursing Education 2020 develops the avenue for the 
advanced rehabilitation in the field of nursing education 
and to develop transmission in the healthcare. Nursing 
Education 2020 includes several scientific sessions, 
symposiums and its poster presentation. It’s a global 
platform to learn and discuss on Nursing Education and 
research and its related areas in midwifery, healthcare 
management, International Nursing Education and more 
based on Nursing Education and research. 

These awards are given each year for the professionals 
for their participation in the conference every year. These 
awards are given to those who attend; based on  

 Observations that will be made by the chair of the 

committee,  

 The duration and the length of the presentation given 

by the particular speaker/student/Young Research 

Forum, and  

 The quality of the Questionnaire round.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Best Organizing Committee Member Award  

Organizing Committee Member holds a huge responsibility 
and role in the conference as they will be the Chair, Co-
Chair for various sessions and also they present their talk 
for our event. Based on their role, participation, judging the 
other plenary talks and their presentation in the 
conference, we will be presenting the best Organizing 
Committee Member Award. 

Best Keynote Speaker Award 

The keynote talk will be given by our speakers for 45 
Minutes under the various sessions that will be introduced 
by us. Based on their speech under a particular track, the 
best keynote speaker will be given an award. 

Best Speaker Award 

Nursing Education 2020 aims to give awards to the best 
talks, performers for their efforts as well for making a 
positive contribution to their field. Next year, Nursing 
Education 2020 will give out the 'Excellent Speaker Award' 
to the speakers who have given the best talks under any 
one of our Tracks. The award will be given to motivate our 
participants so that they would have their unique 
recognition. 
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Best Poster Presentation Award 

Pulsus will organize the best Student Poster Competition 
in order to encourage students and recent graduates to 
present their original research which will be later 
published in the Allied Academies Journals. All the 
abstracts which are accepted will be presented at the 
poster sessions during the conference. This is a platform 
where your talk should match with our theme accordingly. 
Students who have attended our academic conferences 
surveyed their participation experience as “life-changing 
or positive”  

Best Young Research Forum Award 

Also, our Young research forums will receive the best 
award under YRF Category. Graduates, PhD Scholars, 
Students can present under this category and make 
recognition for themselves. 

We look forward to your unique mind boggling oral, poster 
presentations for Nursing Education 2020. 

Pulsus conferences takes an honour and pleasure in 
welcoming the participants for the 49th Global Nursing 
Science and Research, which is going to be held from 
September 21-22,2020 in San Francisco 

We take an immense pleasure in introducing the new 
category “Young Research Forum” for the researchers 
involved in graduate education and research happenings 
that accentuate bearable progress. 

The Young Research Forum is to help excellence in 
various fields of science and technology, especially for 
the researchers who are involved in the graduate 
education and research happenings. 

The conference offers an excellent opportunity for the 
graduating students in exchanging the research 
knowledge and experiences with globe’s famous 
delegates of Human genetics. 

The Discussions on Nursing Education 2020 will be 
based on the following topics: 

 Nursing Science and Nursing Care 

 Nursing Practice and Research 

 Nursing Education and Management 

 Health and Healthcare  

 Heart and Cardiac Nursing 

 Oncology and Cancer Nursing 

 Neurological Nursing 

 Disaster Nursing 

 Psychiatric Nursing 

 Travel Nursing 

 Public Health Nursing 

Benefits of Young Research Forum: 

Propelling flawlessness and seeing exceptional duties 
made by the young scientists for their work done basically 
during the range of study. 

Find out about professional success and the latest 
research gadgets and advances in your field.  

Graduates are propelled by the opportunity to pick 
neighbourhood or overall subjects of relevance/eagerness 
to them, and develop their own legitimate assessments and 
models attracting locally or all around. 

PULSUS publicizes a top-level view of Awards for Young 
Scientists to assist excellence in varied fields of science 
and technology. 

These Awards are known as "Young Scientist Awards". 

The award is receptive to those analysers concerned in 
graduate education and research happenings that intensify 
bearable progress. 

We, Pulsus conference organization are welcoming you to 
attend the 48th Global Congress  on Nursing Education 
and Research to explore the about the nursing and its 
research and achievement in recent days, and to make the 
conference successful. 

Nursing Education Conference guarantees to be exciting, 
with a variety of displays together with topics associated 
with Psychiatric-Mental Health, medical specialty and 
Cancer Nursing, important Care and cardiac Care, 
Emergency Nursing, Public Health, and Environmental 
Health Nursing. Besides, Clinical Nursing, Nursing 
Education, and Nursing research will be well-represented. 

Lastly, there'll be shows that cover the lifetime from 
paediatric, to obstetric, to Adult Health Nursing, all covering 
data that's new and relevant to nursing care and 
healthcare. 

We want to take this opportunity to encourage your 
attendance and participation in this unique Nursing 
Congress to take advantage of the most recent scientific 
discoveries and milestones in the field of Nursing and 
Healthcare. 


